Micro PA System
Quick Start Guide
The system comes with a simple mixer amp.
You’ll be up and running in just a couple of minutes. Once you have
taken the lid off the case, you are ready to start.

First, get powered up
There’s a “kettle plug” style mains lead that goes in the
inlet on the front. (It often stays in position between hires).
The power switch below it only takes a second to come on,
there’s no warming up period.

Connect the speakers
All our loudspeakers use “Speakon” style connectors. Once
you insert them, they need a twist to the right. This locks it in
place and connects the circuit. No sound will come out until
you have twisted it into place. (This is the most common
problem that people phone us with, and don’t forget you
need to twist the connectors into your speakers, too)

Microphones and instruments
can now be connected
There are four sockets which can take microphones on XLR
leads. The two “combi” sockets can also take jack leads
through the hole in the centre. A button beneath each
socket sets the input level for either microphone or line
sources. (The mic setting applies more gain, line setting
prevents distortion with louder sources)

Stereo sources plug into
the rightmost three inputs
The cables we usually supply for phones etc. have left and
right jack connectors, and will work in any of the three stereo
channels available. (Labelled 5-10). Phono (RCA) connectors
can plug into the sockets on channel 7/8. Channel 9/10 can
also take a minijack lead directly. If you don’t need to connect
a stereo source, you can still use any of these channels for
mono instruments, just plug into the “L” jack socket and push
the “mono” switch at the bottom.

Bring the volume up
Each input has a grey volume knob at the bottom. There is
an overall master volume control (coloured red) to the right.
In normal circumstances you shouldn’t need to turn them
too high to get ample level out of the speakers.

Extra Tips and Tricks
Here are a few extra details that can help your event run smoothly.
Phantom power
Condenser microphones and active DI boxes need something called
“Phantom Power” to work. (It’s a way of sending power up the mic
cable). You can activate Phantom Power on channels one and two
by pressing the red button towards the right hand side of the mixer.

Tone Controls are the green knobs at the top of
each channel
There’s a simple High, Mid, and Low knob for every input. Straight up
(12 o’clock) is the default position, rotate to the left to cut, and to the
right to boost. It usually sounds best when they are used sparingly,
extreme boosts in particular will sound unnatural. Many vocal
microphones benefit from reducing some of the bass, especially
if people are close in to them.

Main EQ tailors the overall sound
There’s a single green knob (beside the Master volume) which
controls the tone and bass response of the whole mix. Turning
towards the “speech” setting will reduce the bass and boost higher
frequencies for more clarity. At the other end, the “bass boost” setting
is useful for livelier music. Feel free to tweak the control to suit.

Add some reverb?
For singers or live music, a little reverb can be useful. The blue
knob on channels 1-4 determines how much reverb is added to each
input. To the right hand side is a knob controlling the reverb type
and reverberation time. It’s worth experimenting with if you have
the time. The button above switches the reverb on and off.

Anything else?
Hopefully you will be up and running by now, but if there is anything
else you’re struggling with, don’t hestitate to call us and we’ll do
everything we can to help. Don’t forget, we’re happy to take you
through all of the setup process when you collect equipment from us.
We hope you have a great event!
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